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Abstract
Pi_ ngala is a mathematician (c. 300 BCE) who authored Chandah . s astra
(the science of Sanskrit metres). This is a brief note on a mathemati-
cal art project completed at the Chennai Mathematical Institute to hon-
our Pi_ ngala who was responsible for the discovery of binary expansion
of numbers in the context of enumeration of metres, and of the binomial
coecients which were later made explicit by Virah a_ nka (c. 600 CE) and
Hal ayudha (c. 950 CE).
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1 Introduction
Pi_ ngala's Fountain, the mathematical sculpture and water fountain, was de-
signed, constructed and erected at the Chennai Mathematical Institute, Chen-
nai, India in early December 2010. In this note we describe the design and
the signicance of the symbols carved into Pi_ ngala's Fountain. See Sainudiin
(2010b) for more details and a video (Sainudiin, 2010a) of the fountain in action.
Pi_ ngala (circa 300 BCE) discussed the theoretical basis of Sanskrit Prosody
in his book Chandah . s astra. The book is written in the form of s utras (pithy
mnemonic rules). A metre is a nite sequence of two kinds of syllables called
laghu (light) and guru (heavy), which are the basic units of speech. The
length of a metre is the number of syllables occurring in it. The last chapter
of Chanda_ h s astra contains sixteen s utras which describe various combinatorial
tools (called pratyayas by later commentators) which arise in the mathematical
investigation of metres. The rst among them is prast ara which is an explicit
rule to enumerate all metres of length n in the form of an array. The array
begins with the metre of a given number of syllables which are all gurus and
ends with the metre having all laghus, constructed by an inductive process. The
next tool, san .khy a, gives a method to calculate the total number (2n) of metres
of length n. Two tools, nas .t .a and uddis .t .a, are introduced in order to set up a
one-to-one correspondence between each metre of length n and the number of
the row in which it occurs, with the convention that the rst row corresponds
to the number zero. This arrangement corresponds to the binary expansion of
any integer between 0 and 2n   1.
Pi_ ngala also considers the delicate problem of determining the number of metres
in the prast ara of metres of length n, which consist of r gurus, which in modern
1parlance is the binomial coecient
 n
r

. This is achieved by Pi_ ngala by con-
structing a meru (a mountain of numbers), which he describes by a particularly
cryptic rule: Pare p urn .amiti. This rule which is inscribed in Sanskrit at the
top of our sculpture indeed leads to the construction of the so called Pascal's
triangle, as has been explained by the commentators on Pi_ ngala's work such
as Hal ayudha (circa 10th century) and others. As Hal ayudha explains, \Pare
p urn .am" in the rule should be taken to mean that each number is obtained by
adding together the numbers that occur above it in the previous row. This of
course is the well known recursion relation
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. The numbers
in the n-th row give the number of metres of length n 1 with dierent possible
numbers of gurus and they add up to 2n 1, which is the total number of metres
of length n 1. See Sridharan (2005) for more details on the above relations by
Pi_ ngala between integers, binary numbers and binomial coecients.
It is of interest to note that this meru also occurs, now in a \tilted" form, in the
study of the so called m atr a or moric metres. The light syllable laghu or L is
equal to one mora and the heavy syllable guru or G is equal to two morae. There
is one possible variation (L) for a one-mora metre and two possible variations
(G and LL) for a two-morae metre. By appending G to the only one-mora metre
and appending L to each of the two two-morae metres on the right we get three
possible variations (LG, GL and LLL) of the three-morae metre. Similarly, by
appending G to each of the two two-morae metres and appending L to each of
the three three-morae metres on the right we get the ve possibilities (GG, LLG,
LGL, GLL and LLLL) of the four-morae metre. Thus, the sa_ nkhy a or the total
number of metres of n-morae turns out to be Fn, which is the n-th Fibonacci
number. This leads to the interesting property that the entries of the meru (or
the Pascal's triangle), when summed along the \diagonals", yield the Fibonacci
numbers (Sridharan, 2006; Sridharan et al., 2012). These numbers are carved
along the right diagonal in our sculpture. A recent book (Kusuba and Plofker,
2013, p. 47) features the fountain with the following words:
A fountain at the Chennai Mathematical Institute commemorates
the combinatorial algorithms of the ancient Indian scholar Pi_ ngala.
It features numbers in what is now called the Fibonacci sequence.
2 Design and Construction
The design and construction was a collaboration between mathematicians, artists,
and local masons and inspired by Galton's Quincunx (Galton, 1889, p. 62{65).
Pi_ ngala's fountain is made of two pieces of carved granite rock. The bottom
part of the fountain forms a heavy pedestal upon which the top part is locked
and axed by gravity. The pedestal is a rare piece of antique rock that had
been quarried by hand into a cuboidal shape. The upper piece of the fountain
was carved by more modern machine tools and mounted onto the pedestal. A
basin to hold and recycle the water was carved into the pedestal.
Water is pumped from the basin to the top of the fountain where it gently
cascades through a depressed channel which bifurcates at intervals to eventually
2ow through six channels as illustrated in Figure 2. The water then collects in
large cylindrical wells inside the granite base with vents to the outside of the slab
through small perpendicularly positioned channels. This produces a fountain
eect with water owing back into the basin at dierent pressures depending
on the volume of water collecting in each of the six leaky wells. Naturally, due
to the binomal branching and merging of the channels within the Hexagonal
lattice, more water collects in the middle two wells compared to the wells at the
two outer ends. After several unsuccessful attempts with other geometries for
water channels we nally settled on the hexagonal lattice to embed the binomial
branching and merging of channels to carry water down and accumulate within
the leaky wells in proportion to their binomial coecients (up to statistical
uctuations).
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4Figure 1: Photograph of the sculpture Pi_ ngala's Fountain at the Chennai Math-
ematical Institute
5Figure 2: Artist's sketch
6Figure 3: Building Pi_ ngala's Fountain in Mamallapuram. Sculptors (bottom im-
age from left to right): V. Rajagopal, J. Paul Victor, V. Kannan, K. Ravichan-
dran and R. Dhanasekaran. Two more sculptors, Thanikasalam and Doss, are
not in the picture.
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